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of comparatively little service. These few hints on reading
are designed as merely suggestive of thought, and perhaps
discussion among our young readers.

The Working Boy.

The American Indian,
By Hon. J. C, Monaghan, of the Department of Labor and

Commerce.

ONE reads always with regret the sad history of the North
Indian. When one is told what Penn and Lord

Baltimore accomplished among them and for them, the sad
and terrible history pf the rest reads not like romance, as
some would have us believe, but like the history of some pa-

gan people hunting human beings as if they were wild beasts.
Bad as was the Spaniard, he was patience and kindness itself

the savage Indian exterminating Anglo-Saxo- n. To-

day millions ot the natives of Mexico, Central and South
have happy homes in those parts of the world. In

North America the Indian has had a helpless, hopeless life,
Why? Who will answer this question? Isn't it barely possible
that our greed for gold has made us inhumanly indifferent to
the sufferings of the Indians? We say they were savages.
Apropos of the discussion going on now inside and outside
the halls of Congress, it may be worth while to read what
was said of the Indians by the men who lived the greater
part of a hundred years nearer to them than we do. The
following eloquent passage is picked from the old Hillard's
fifth reader, with the hope that some boy or girl will com-

mit it to memory and then think about it when they hear the
bigot's tale of Spanish cruelty to the Indians:

The Amerisan Tndian By Charles Sprague.
"Not many generations ago, where you now sit,circled with

all that exalts and embellishes civilized life, .the, rank thistle
nodded in the wind, and the wild fox dug his hole unscared.
Here lived and loved another race of beings. Beneath the
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